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Release announcement: ESET Protect 8.0.19(Hotfix)
2021-02-11 - Mitchell | ESET Nederland - Reacties (3) - Hotfix

Product: ESET PROTECT

Service version (Build Information): Version: 8.0.19.0

Release Stage: Hotfix Release

Languages: All

Changelog - Version 8.0.19.0

Improved: An explanation message is displayed when trying to insert a bundle
license that must be inserted to ESET Business Account first
Fixed: License synchronization fails after upgrade to ESET PROTECT 8.0 when
multiple EBA/EMA accounts containing the same license are linked to ESET PROTECT
Fixed: Offline licenses are not displayed after upgrade from ESET Security
Management Center to ESET PROTECT
Fixed: Issue with opening/reading PDF reports sent by email (base64-encoded)
Fixed: Synchronization of static groups could cause a crash during the removal of
duplicates or end with errors about recreated computers
Fixed: Custom Apache configuration is overwritten during the upgrade
Fixed: In some cases, Detail in the "Audit Log" overlapping other lines
Fixed: Unwanted Timestamps in filenames of reports
Fixed: Various other bug fixes

Downloads are available in the repository and download section of our website.

Reacties (3)
lennox.grant@blauw.com
3 jaar geleden
Hi Mitchell, We currently run ESET PROTECT (Server), Version 8.0 (8.0.1258.0) in our network,
but haven't received any notifications within the Web Console regarding upgrading to version
8.0.19. 01 - Should we wait until the upgrade notification appears in the Web Console, or
could up manually upgrade to 80.19? 02 - If we can manually upgrade to 8.0.19, is it an "in-
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place" upgrade, or will it prompt for all questions to be answered/completed as similar to a
"initial / clean" install? Cheers, L. G.
Steef | ESET Nederland
3 jaar geleden
Hi Lennox, Based on your version numbers, you already running latest. There is a difference
in the version numbers (Server / webconsole and installer) Latest versions (shown in ESET
PROTECT - Help - About): ESET PROTECT (Server), Version 8.0 (8.0.1258.0) ESET PROTECT
(Web Console), Version 8.0 (8.0.191.0) 8.0.19 is the version of the all in one installer of ESET
PROTECT. Kind regards, Steef van den Berg
lennox.grant@blauw.com
3 jaar geleden
Hi Steef, Thanks, and sorry for the late reply. Cheers, L.G.


